THE LIGHT OF NATURE,
THE NATURE OF LIGHT
"The only thing I have to say
is that to make the lights in the
theater you need to recover the
rhythms of nature and the light
inside nature. Until you do this,
you don't understand what
making light means"

[Guido Levi]
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"all I ever wanted to do was paint
light on the walls of life"

WHO WE ARE

[Lawrence Ferlinghetti]

Guido Levi Lighting Lab is a non-profit
cultural promotion association whose
main purpose is to promote, favor,
enhance - among the new generations
- the craft of light designing for theater,
cultural and social spaces.

The training is on the field: from the study to the design to the set-up, the
candidates undertake the path flanked by highly qualified professionals. The
professionals, who have worked also with Guido Levi, will transfer to the
candidates his professional and human ethics, his artisan vision of work in
the theater, his spirit of research aimed at inventing and testing new
solutions through continuous comparison /collaboration. #GuidoLeviLab will
initially be held annually. The association’s commitment is to create – each
time - the necessary connections between subjects from the theater and the
arts, academia and the training worlds. Furthermore, the association has
among its aims to promote the culture of light so as to put the spotlight on
the many cultural and artistic realities linked to the theatrical world which
have innovative and social value, and struggle to emerge or are in conditions
of fragility. The association pursues this objective following the path already
traveled by Guido Levi, both in Italy and abroad, because - he said - theater
and the arts are the mirror of reality and "reality is many".

ASSOCIATION

GOAL

To achieve the goal, the #GuidoLeviLab
project is dedicated to young people
under 30 who aspire to become light
designers and who will be given the
opportunity to try their hand at
designing and creating lights for a
show scheduled in one of the theaters,
festivals, cultural spaces at the time
partner of the #GuidoLeviLab project.

WHY WE ARE

If you believe that the magic of the theater is
as necessary as the magic that light provides to life,
do follow us.

TRI BUTE

"He was the man of light, which for him
was energy, feeling, emotion. With great
skill and talent he was able to superbly
'dress up' - as if he had painted them the stages of drama theatres and operas
all over the world. Shy and ironic, Guido
Levi built around him an affectionate
network of people, real relationships,
who remain grateful to him for his art
and his friendship'.
[cit. Direction of the Maggio Fiorentino]

At the beginning of 2020 we decided to take up the baton of Guido Levi's work
and some seeds he had already sown pro bono, aimed at young people, to give life
to a project that was dear to him: to encourage young talents and promote the
profession among the new generations, not through theory, but through practice;
experimentation: the same way he himself began his journey of and into the light.
We intend to do this by creating an opportunity for young people to come into
contact with Guido Levi's vision of light, i.e. to understand 'the light of nature and
the nature of light', by engaging in a workshop of ideas and projects that then
become concrete, find real application. Right from the start, the idea was well
received and this reinforced the conviction that it was time to throw our hearts over
the hurdle, thus embracing an attitude that also distinguished Guido Levi. So here
we are. Some of the founders are also part of the board of directors, which is
committed to promoting Guido Levi Lighting Lab by trying to extend it as much as
possible, with the desire to contribute, with the new generations, to bringing back
grains of life to the theater, which is magic, as is light.

FOUNDER

It is starting from tributes like this that
Raethia Corsini, Mattia Levi, Luca Bronzo,
Marco Bartolini, Vincent Boussard,
Cristina De Michele, Angelo Canu family, colleagues, friends of Guido Levi founded Guido Levi Lighting Lab a nonprofit association, whose goal is to give
light to young talents.

STATEMENT
We conceived the project in 13 months: it
took as long as it takes a camel to be born.
Like a camel, we equipped ourselves to
cross the desert (including the pandemic).
Strengthened by the fact that we have an
elephant's memory, and like elephants we
carry it forward as a group, loyal to the
goal: the culture of light. And because we
are as curious and impertinent as
monkeys, as tenacious and patient as
felines, albeit small, we want to put
differences
together
to
activate
connections. Indeed, to illuminate them.
With this in mind, we have planted a tiny
seed, perhaps the smallest in the world, to
take root in the desert (even of this
pandemic), and grow slow but invigorating
like a baobab. And like a baobab, we are
committed to planting multiple branches
where bright stories can blossom.
__
illustrations by Zebr.ae, our artistic partner,
were the association's launch images in 2021

PROJECT

THE IDEA
In his long career Guido Levi has often joined and promoted pro bono theatrical initiatives,
with particular attention to the younger generations and in support of fragile realities; he
also fostered the creation of innovative shows ever since the seventies and eighties, an
example being his active presence during the early years of the Cantiere internazionale
d’arte di Montepulciano, when it was directed by Hans Werner Henze, who was the
founder. Guido was also technical director of the Cantiere.
To continue in the direction he embraced and as a tribute to his professional and human
ethics, as well as to the artisan vision of work in the theater, and to the spirit of research
aimed at inventing and testing new solutions, the association’s
purpose is the
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promotion of lighting work through the #GuidoLeviLab project: the new generations,
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aspiring lighting designers and light technicians, are given the opportunity
to try their hand
www.sitobellissimo.it
at creating and implementing a lighting project for a show in the making in one of the
theaters, festivals, and cultural spaces from time to time partner of the initiative. Training
is in the field with the support, from creation to setting up, of highly qualified professionals
who have worked also with Guido Levi.
The association, always in the wake traced by its tutelary spirit, has also given itself a more
general mission: to promote territorial realities that deal with theater, art and culture in
conditions of fragility, to favor interdisciplinarity between art forms by connecting
academic and educational worlds with cultural spaces that are open to experimentation
and innovation.
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promote, favor, enhance among the new generations the craft of light designing
for theater, cultural spaces.

PROJECT
THE #GUIDOLEVILAB PROJECT
Who is it for?

• Students of Academies and Universities, young undergraduates, recent graduates or with
a diploma; new lighting technicians under 30 aspiring to become lighting designers, whose
merits are pointed out by academic institutes, training institutes and/or theaters and
cultural spaces, and who are willing to get involved in creating an innovative lighting
project, both in terms of interpretation and use of new technologies, working in
agreement with the director, the set designer, the orchestra conductor, flanked by lighting
technical tutors who are qualified professionals and have been inspired by or worked with
Guido Levi. Candidates will try their hand on a theatrical work
whose
staging
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planned for in the program of the Theater, Festival, cultural space that
hosts and is partner
info@sitobellissimo.it
of the #GuidoLeviLab project, or on a show to be included in www.sitobellissimo.it
an off program and to be
defined together with the artistic director.
• Public and private academies, public and private technical training institutes, whose
educational path includes being open to field experiences, collaborations, and
partnerships with third parties.
• Theaters, Festivals, Cultural Spaces with the desire to experiment with an idea rarely
exercised in Italy: to give young people the opportunity to put theory into practice by
participating in the creation of a show on the bill, together with qualified work teams.

LIGHT TO
YOUNG TALENT
opportunity for under 30
aspiring lighting designers
and light technicians

PROJECT
THE #GUIDOLEVILAB PROJECT
Structure

The performance may be light and music, prose, opera ballet, mime, etc. There may be a
maximum of 3 (three) participants, participating individually or in groups. One works on a
single lighting project conceived and realised by a single candidate or by several hands
(group work of participants). The alternative is to stage a show with two lighting projects.
The show will then have two performances, each with a different lighting design. This is to
stimulate the personal creativity and technical preparation of the participants and,
secondly, to reveal to the audience how light interacts with the dramaturgy. A mode that
Via Orso, 64 - 00125 Milano
recalls the practice and philosophy of the Edinburgh Fringe Festival.

Organization
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The association will play a preparatory role for the candidates in agreement with the
parties involved (cultural institutions, academies and training bodies) by providing
professionals who, in various meetings with the candidates, will convey the history,
professional and human values, and creative style of Levi, and will initiate a discussion on
the lighting project that the candidates are called upon to realise: dramaturgical analysis,
direction, stage, costumes. The professional-tutors of the Guido Levi Lighting Lab will
remain at the candidates' side, according to methods and times to be defined with the
interested parties, during the realisation of their lighting project for the show chosen by
the host theatre/festival/cultural space, thus accompanying the candidates in all phases
up to the staging.

LIGHT TO
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not an internship,
not an end-of-course
essay:
a real stage debut

PROJECT
THE #GUIDOLEVILAB PROJECT
Requirements to partecipate

The project is aimed at under 30 years old students and/or scholarship holders, young
graduates, undergraduates, recent high school graduates, new lighting technicians,
aspiring lighting designers, recommended because of their merits by Academies and
Universities and other educational institutions, courses / masters / cultural bodies, cultural
spaces. The candidates must be willing to move, for the period necessary for the
realization of the show, to the designated location. They must
be 64
willing
get involved,
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listen and work-shadow.
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Acknowledgment

There is no winner, but rather the projects carried out by the participants will be
evaluated. The Guido Levi Lighting Lab commission, made up of professionals indicated by
the same association and representatives of the partner Theater / Festival / Cultural space
/ Academy, will deliver an overall evaluation form based on the report of the work crew,
indicating strengths and weaknesses of the path taken. Participation in the Guido Levi
Lighting Lab does not provide credits, but makes a curriculum. Candidates will also have
visibility on media and social media.

LIGHT TO
YOUNG TALENT
Participation does not provide
credits, but makes
a curriculum. Candidates
will be able to draw on
a network of professionals

PROJECT
THE #GUIDOLEVILAB PROJECT
Partner

For each individual initiative, the Guido Levi Lighting Lab provides the partner
Theaters / Festivals / Cultural Spaces with a support for the lighting material,
offered by technical sponsors. The material will be returned to the supplier
company according to a private agreement between the sponsor company and
the host space/partner.
Within its possibilities, Guido Levi Lighting Lab also plans
to64cover
a part of the
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(e.g.
insurance) to be
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agreed on from time to time with the host space and the
training institutes that
www.sitobellissimo.it
recommend the candidates.
All partners involved in the initiative are offered media visibility and a space on
the Guido Levi Lighting Lab website. This opportunity can also be extended to
municipal, provincial and regional bodies interested in supporting the initiative
and/or involved in the management of the host cultural spaces.
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official technical partner,
theatres, academies,
training institutes

SPIRIT OF THE PROJECT

"those who say it is impossible
should not disturb those who are doing it"
[Albert Einstein].

THE THUNDER I S MAJ ESTI C,
BUT I T' S THE LI GHTNI NG THAT
DOES ALL THE WORK

«A theater show is different every night:
it is alive. Digitization is fine, the use of
memories, but only the human hand on
the console can adjust, shape instantly.
So you need total concentration, every
night, even if there is a pc that has
everything in the software».
[Guido Levi]

«In the theater it happens to work with many people, indeed with many personalities;
but working with is not the same as collaborating. With Guido you collaborated. Some set
designers also sign the lighting of their productions and it is understandable, because the
intervention of light on a scenography can enhance its strength or destroy it. On the other
hand, a scenography exists only when it is illuminated. To enhance its strength it is
necessary that those who create the lighting design understand it, understand the space it
proposes, the colors, the materials of which it is made without expecting too many
explanations from the set designer, and this always happened with Guido. There is yet
another aspect that has always comforted me in our collaborations: the tenacity with
which he faced the (fairly frequent) disorganization of the theaters in which we found
ourselves, without using it as an alibi to work badly and instead, paradoxically, almost
exploiting it to obtain the best result, an attitude in which I identify myself perfectly,
typical of those who paid their dues and rose from the ranks»

[Maurizio Balò, set designer]

FOUNDER

It is starting from tributes like this that
Raethia Corsini, Mattia Levi, Luca
Bronzo,
Marco
Bartolini,
Vincent
Boussard, Cristina De Michele, Angelo
Canu - family, colleagues, friends of
Guido Levi founded Guido Levi
Lighting Lab a non-profit association,
whose goal is to give light to young
talents.

SPIRIT OF THE PROJECT

WHO IS A LIGHTING DESIGNER?
The lighting designer is responsible for the scenography of the lights. In close
collaboration with the director and also with the set designer and, in the case of musical
performances (such as opera or concerts) also with the conductor, choir and musicians,
he/she designs the effects to create an atmosphere corresponding to the dramaturgy of
the show.
It is an artistic and technical work.
His/her task is to develop the senses and emotions and, using the art of light, the lighting
designer imagines and proposes his/her interpretation in harmony with the director's
goal. In this sense, the lighting designer is an artist. After having
become familiar with the
Via Orso, 64 - 00125 Milano
dramaturgy, having examined the scenographic project, the costumes
and, in the case of
123 4567890
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music, after having listened to the rehearsals with orchestra conductors and choir
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directors, he/she proposes a project and chooses the techniques useful to achieve the
creative goal.
The lighting designer's room for maneuver can be very large. In fact, two different projects
and lighting systems will offer two different visions of the show. Some lighting designers
choose to work on each light to reflect on the meaning of each moment; others prefer to
use light to let emotions and the unconscious speak directly.
In the field of music and concerts, the lighting designer imagines a scenography to
accompany the notes, and the musicians, in a visual extension of their physical and sound
expression.

LIGHT TO
YOUNG TALENT
lighting designer is an
artistic and technical work

SPIRIT OF THE PROJECT

GUIDO LEVI "LUCIFER"
Guido Levi has been defined as a "painter of lights" for his ability to bring intense colors
and shades to the stage, with a sensitivity such as to make the artifice natural every time.
He has worked as a craftsman, and has often been a mentor for young people to whom
he did not teach any theory: he invited them to follow him in practice, as in a Renaissance
workshop, to work-shadow and learn to know "the darkness that generates light". As
indeed he himself did at the beginning, following his teacher Salvatore Cafiero. In the rare
workshops that Levi held – “I'm not a teacher, I'm always a student” he loved to repeat - he
preferred outdoor meetings to follow natural light, observe it, make it one’s own and then
"attempt the miracle" of reviving it on the stage. He used to say that his was a game, not a
job, and like all games it must be played seriously "as children do": this way he brought
seriousness and lightness to the team of technicians, collaborating with them to foster
group harmony, essential to understand and implement the
project
and
find shared
Via Orso,
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solutions, even in an emergency "because after the debut, you are the ones who will be there,
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The role of Guido Levi “Lucifer”, as he liked to nickname himself, did not end with putting
the project from paper into execution: his presence in the theater was constant from the
first rehearsals to the debut, because it is necessary to take into account the needs that
arise from time to time and that the project must address even with unseen changes.
[RS1]introdotto per la prima volta, se usato come soprannome andrebbe messo fra
virgolette e magari spiegato: “Lucifer” as he liked to nickname himself
"A theater show is different every night: it is alive. Digitization is fine, the use of memories,
but only the human hand on the console can adjust, shape instantly. So you need total
concentration, every night, even if there is a pc that has everything in the software".

LIGHT TO
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This is the spirit
with which the projects
that will sprout from
Guido Levi Lighting Lab

OUR YOUNG TALENTS
GLLL NETWORKI NG

silvia vacca - 2022

claudia dastoli - 2021

SILVIA VACCA | guido levi lab 2022
From the art high school to her graduation
from the Academy of Fine Arts in Venice, to
her thunderbolt of lightning in the theatre, to
her current course of studies at the
Accademia della Scala in Milan: a course of
studies consistent with her creative vocation.
She can read a musical score and play music,
is gifted with the ability to listen, shows a
calm but determined realtional approach.
We will see her in the field for
#GuidoLeviLAb2022 in July, to sign her first
lighting project. [download cv on website]

CLAUDIA DASTOLI | guido levi lab 2021
She arrived at #GuidoLeviLab2021
already with experience in theatrical
lighting, assistant to lecturer and lighting
designer Marco Palmieri at the Academy
of Fine Arts in Rome.
For #GuidoLeviLab2021 she signed her
first lighting project for the dance show
"Lili Elbe Show" by RIVA & RAL. Here is a
summary of the 2021 edition and the
work of Claudia Dastoli, a determined
and diligent worker.
[download cv on website]

Here are the young talents chosen for
the #GuidoLeviLab editions. Each and
every one of them signed their first light
project during the #GuidoLeviLab field
training, whose aim is to give light to
young talents. And this is why, after
having 'enlightened' them, we are
making available to theatres and
companies the list of our young talents
who
have
emerged
from
the
#GuidoLeviLab editions, with the desire
to facilitate the meeting between
demand and supply of work in the world
of lighting, theatre, entertainment, and
culture.

DATABASE

For each one, in addition to a brief note,
we provide a link to their CV, which can
be downloaded on the website
www.guidolevilightinglab.org

A lighting technician
since 1987, she made
his debut in 2002
as lighting designer in
La Traviata directed
by Franco Zeffirelli.
She works all over
the world.

He began in 1975
at the Teatro Regio
in Parma, alongside
Gigi Dall'Aglio. He also
signed light projects
for directors
such as Peter Stein,
Peter Brook, Nanni Loy
and Daniele Abbado.

Lighting and visual
designer, he follows
Roberto Bolle around
the world. He has been
working at La Scala
Theatre since 2010. He
teaches at the
Accademia della Scala.

fiammetta baldiserri

Luca Bronzo

Lighting designer,
lighting sector manager
Teatro Due in Parma.
For over 20 years
lighting designer
for Gigi Dall'Aglio.
Director Guido Levi
Lighting Lab.

Lighting designer, works
at the Teatro alla Scala
in Milan, professor at the
Accademia del Teatro
alla Scala. His debut
in theatre: at the Cantiere
Internazionale dell'Arte
in Montepulciano.

Claudio Coloretti

Valerio Tiberi

fabio rossi

Umile Vainieri

OUR TUTORS
PROFESSI ONALS
The #GuidoLeviLab project is possible (also)
thanks to the availability of lighting designers,
highly
qualified
and
experienced
professionals (some of them have also
worked with Guido Levi) who assist the
candidates selected each year by playing the
valuable role of tutor. It is an important figure
both to support our young talents from a
technical point of view, but also to assist them
in taking their first steps in the world of the
lighting profession, which is also made up of
managing multiple relationships on and
behind the stage, the ability to lead a team,
and to deal with the other protagonists who
create and realise the theatrical work.

POI NT OF REFERENCE
Lighting designer,
he ranges from Jesus
Christ Superstar to the
Lady of the Camellias,
from theatre to cinema.
He works with Gigi
Proietti's Globe Theatre
and founded Io ci provo
studios in Rome.

The tutors do not replace the work that
is the responsibility of the candidate
(from design to staging), they remain a
point of reference for exchanging ideas.
These are the tutors of the Guido Levi
Lighting Lab association. Luca Bronzo, is
responsible for relations with the other
tutors.

OUR PARTNERS
MAI N PARTNERSHI P

RM MULTIMEDIA riferimento
nel mercato italiano per i
prodotti professionali
dedicati all’illuminazione e al
video.

ARCHIVIVITALI associazione a
carattere culturale e senza fini
di lucro. Progetta e organizza
eventi culturali ed espositivi.
PARTNER CULTURALE

PARTNER TECNICO UFFICIALE

There are two main partners with whom
GLLL has started the journey: RM
Multimedia, a technical partner that
provides lighting equipment for each
event/show;
Fondazione
Cantiere
Internazionale d'Arte di Montepulciano,
which has established an agreement with
GLLL for the annual production of a show
whose lighting design will be assigned to
candidates selected by GLLL.
ACADEMY • ART • CULTURE

FONDAZIONE CANTIERE
INTERNAZIONALE D’ARTE DI
MONTEPULCIANO promuove i
linguaggi artistici come
esperienze di animazione sociale.
PARTNER TEATRALE

ACCADEMIA INTERNAZIONALE
DELLA LUCE associazione
culturale no profit. Promuove
la luce nel settore, organizza
seminari e workshop.
PARTNER ACCADEMICO

IO CI PROVO STUDIOS
1500 mq di spazi coperti
polifunzionali: dagli allestimenti
all’educazione e espressione
all’arte a corsi di formazione.
PARTNER TECNICO/ARTISTICO

ZEBR.AE alias Emma Dal Falco,
studentessa al DAMS. Ha ideato
e disegnato il logo di Guido Levi
Lighting Lab e la campagna di
lancio.
PARTNER ARTISTICO

The contributions of the academies in
signposting potential candidates are
very important, and the artistic and
cultural partners who bring ideas and
creativity to GLLL projects are crucial.

ph © fabrizio sansoni

GUIDO LEVI
HI S STORY, HI S PATH I N LI GHT

Guido Levi (Leopoldville, Zaire, 2 October 1952 - Rome, 18 December 2019)

THE LIGHT OF DARKNESS • by Francesca Joppolo for Meemag
Under the African sky, whose beauty is notoriously addictive and affects fate, the little Guido
Levi, an Italian from Léopoldville where he was born in 1952, had a Congolese caregiver named
Ambroise. The boy went to school by bicycle with Daisy, the little monkey, perched on the
handlebars. Ambroise pedaled a little behind, and for Guido he was almost a second father: the
first being an engineer who worked hard in an Italian factory also based in the Congo and had
founded a school for the village boys; an engineer who even took part in the history of Nutella.
Guido used to say that Ambroise, with whom he spoke in French, taught him how to defend
himself from nature without killing it. Once, on the way to school, the little monkey began to
scream bloody murder; she was shrieking like a maniac, really acting bananas. Ambroise saw the
reason for the madness and shouted "Stop!" because there was a snake in their path, then he
grabbed a stone, took the snake by the tail and as soon as it turned, its jaws wide open, he stuck
the stone in its mouth and finally swung it and launched it away. The snake was alive, but out of
the way. Ambroise and Guido walked along the Congo River passing over the crocodiles as if they
were stepping stones, since they are harmless when sleeping. Of course it needs to be
understood whether they are really asleep and Ambroise, unlike many of us, understood it.
The indelible memory of colors and light. [continued on the Meer website]

He was born in Leopoldville, Congo, on 2
October 1952, Guido Levi was attracted to
the expressive use of light by the land
where he grew up. At a very young age, he
approached the theatre as an electrician
and factotum technician, he worked on
Dario Fo's Nuova scena, and with him in
the early 1970s he made his debut as a
lighting technician in prose. It was during
this period that he met Salvatore Cafiero,
his first great teacher, who initiated him
into the lighting engineering profession.
WHO HE WORKED WI TH

He has worked in theatres all over the
world with directors such as Roberto
Dessimone, Werner Herzog, Yannis
Kokkos, Peter Stein, Hanselm Kiffer, Luca
Ronconi; conductors such as Zubin
Metha, Claudio Abbado, Lorin Maazel,
Daniel Baremboim Riccardo Muti,
Antonio Pappano,

Director of prose
theatre and opera,
worldwide.
Worked for over 20
years with Guido Levi.
Advisor Guido Levi
Lighting Lab.

Lighting designer,
lighting sector
manager Teatro Due
in Parma. He has
worked with Guido Levi
on several shows.
Advisor Guido Levi
Lighting Lab.

Vincent boussard
Scenotechnician
at numerous theatres
and productions.
Worked in several
shows with
Guido Levi.
Advisor Guido Levi
Lighting Lab.

angelo canu

Luca Bronzo

raethia corsini

Pedagogical consultant
network on projects and
community development,
contract lecturer Bicocca
University Milan Faculty of
Education Science.
Advisor and treasurer
Guido Levi Lighting Lab.

cristina de michele

mattia levi

Journalist, author,
ghost writer,
biographer,
communication
consultant.
Advisor and president
Guido Levi Lighting
Lab.

Video editor for
clips and music videos,
documentaries,
commercials, short
films and feature films.
Based in Rome,
he works worldwide
Vice president

FOUNDERS
FRI ENDS, COLLEAGUES, FAMI LY

The idea behind the project was shared by
a group of professionals, Guido Levi's
colleagues, friends and family members.
Among the founders of the association
was
Marco
Bartolini,
who
died
prematurely, and who immediately joined
this initiative with passion. He remains
present with his company, RMultimedia,
the association's official technical partner.
STEERI NG COMMI TTEE

Each founder is also part of the steering
committee. Each makes available to the
association their professional skills, as
well as ideas and imagination driven by
the shared good for Guido Levi

contact

guidolevilightinglab@gmail.com

Via Orso, 64 - 00125 Milano
123 4567890
info@sitobellissimo.it
www.sitobellissimo.it

www.guidolevilightinglab.org

LIGHT TO YOUNG TALENT
Guido Levi Lighting Lab
non-profit cultural association

brochure translated from Italian
by Silvia Rambaldi and Russel Bekins

